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Nomenclature

a half the major axis of the elliptical pit, or pit depth [Eq. (30)]
ac activity of carbon [Eq. (35)]
agr activity of chromium [Eq. (35)]
A i pre-exponential constant [Eq. (6)] 6

ath critical pit depth [Eq. (32)]
B constant [Eq. (29)]

c minor axis of the elliptical pit, or pit width [Eq. (30)]
Cb concentration of metal salt in the bulk electrolyte [Eq. (24)]
Co salt concentration in the bulk electrolyte outside of the pit [Eq. (19)]
Cs (1) saturation concentration of metal salt in the electrolyte [Eq. (24)]; (2) atom percent of

solute in the alloy [Eq. (90)]
d (1) equilibrium spacing [Eq. (89)]; (2) interatomic spacing
D (1) diffusivity of the salt in the electrolyte [Eq. (24)]; (2) diffusivity of ions in the salt film

[Eq. (28)]
D(M+) diffusivity of the metal cation in the electrolyte [Eq. (19)]
da/dt crack propagation rate
dam/dt microcrack propagation rate
dr/dt pit growth rate

dtct/dt crack tip strain rate [Eqs. (54) and (84)]
E (1) electric field [Eq. (89)]; (2) depth of the interatomic potential; (3) electrochemical

potential; (4) Young's modulus
Ea activation energy [Eq. (88)]
Ec critical pitting potential
Ecorr corrosion potential
Ei activation energy [Eq. (6)]
F Faraday's constant
Gn flow stress

io exchange current density [Eq. (27)]
ic critical anodic current density [Eq. (92)]
if current density associated with growth of the salt film [Eq. (27)]
iL limiting current density inside the pit [Eq. (25)]

iM anodic current density at the base of the pit [Eq. (19)]
ip passive current density [Eq. (92)]
i(t) dissolution current density at a crack tip [Eq. (50)] •
J diffusional flux [Eq. (24)]
Jca diffusion flux of cation vacancies in the passive film
j 0 dissolution current density of the fresh surface [Eq. (50)]
ki kinetic rate constants [Eq. (6)]

K (1) stress intensity factor; (2) equilibrium constant [Eq. (34)]
Kc.rc equilibrium constant for formation of Cr23C6 [Eq. (34)]
Kcrit critical stress intensity factor for mechanical fracture
KIscc threshold stress intensity factor for initiation of SCC !Eq. (29)]
/max maximum crack length at fracture [Eq. (87)]
L thickness of the passive oxide or tarnish film [Eqs. (15) and (82)]

Lp passive length in crevice [Eq. (92)]
m (1) oxide thickness [Eqs. (1-5)]; (2) metal atom introduced into a passive film at the

metal / film interface

M atomic weight of the metal [Eq. (26)]; (2) molecular weight of the passive oxide film
[Eq. (53)]

MM metal cation in cation site

iv



Mx*. aqueous metal cation
n valence of the metal cation [Eq. (13)]
ns formation rate of slip steps
p electrostriction pressure [Eq. (15)]
Po atmospheric pressure [Eq. (15)]
Qf oxidation charge density between film-fracture events [Eq. (54)]

• r radius of the pit [Eq. (24)]
R universal gas constant
r* critical size for a stable halide nucleus

• SE excess solute concentration dissolved from the alloy [Eq. (90)]
t time

T absolute temperature
(t) time average of the dissolution current density
tc time between fracture events

tf (1) film thickness [Eq. (27)]; (2) time to failure [Eq. (86)]
tinc time to initiate a stress corrosion crack [Eq. (29)]

-Vm electrochemical potential of the sample [Eq. (29)]
VMX' cation vacancy in passive film
V0 (1) anion vacancy in passive film; (2) reversible potential [Eq. (29)]
W crevice width [Eq. (92)]
x distance from the mouth of the pit toward the base of the pit [Eq. (19)]
X- aqueous halide anion
[X-] halide concentration

XO halide anion in anion site

XCr,eq mole fraction of chromium in the depleted region adjacent to the carbide precipitates
[Eq. (36)]

z (1) number of electrons involved in the anodic dissolution process [Eq. (25)]; (2) valence of
the metal involved in the salt [Eq. (28)]; (3) oxidation state of the metal involved in the
film

(1) a constant specific to [Eq. (27)]; (2) a constant specific to [Eq. (46)]; (3) decay constant
[Eq. (50)1

S total opening displacement at the mouth of a pit
Sc critical opening displacement at the mouth of a pit
So corrosion-pit opening displacement
SEa active potential range [Eq. (92)]

SEp passive potential range [Eq. (92)]
AKth amplitude of threshold stress intensity factor for initiation of a fatigue crack at a

corrosion pit [Eq. (30)]
Ac_ amplitude of alternating tensile stress [Eq. (30)]

(1) dielectric constant [Eq. (15)]; (2) well depth [Eq. (89)]
Ef fracture strain of the film [Eqs. (54) and (84)]

cj chromium equivalency parameters
a constant specific to Eqs. (11) and (13)

_f film overvoltage [Eq. (27)]
T electrical potential [Eq. (19)]

surface tension [Eq. (15)]
p (1) density of the metal undergoing dissolution [Eq. (26)]; (2) density of the passive oxide

film; (3) solution resistivity [Eq. (92)]
• c_ applied tensile stress [Eq. (29)]

c_0 stress needed to close the crack [Eq. (29)]
"¢ (1) constant having the units of inverse time [Eqs. (4) and (5)]; (2) induction time for pit

• initiation [Eq. (13)]



Corrosion Models for Predictions of Performance

of High-Level Radioactive-Waste Containers

. Abstract

The present plan for disposal of high-level radioactive waste in the U.S. is to seal it

in containers before empla.cement in a geologic repository. A proposed site at Yucca

Mountain, Nevada, is being evaluated for its suitability as a geologic capository. The

containers will probably be made of either an austenitic or a copper-based alloy.

Models of alloy degradation are being used to predict the long-term performance of the
containers under repository conditions. The models are of uniform oxidation and

corrosion, localized corrosion, and stress corrosion cracking, and are applicable to
worst-case scenarios of container degradation. This paper reviews several of the
models.

1. Introduction

Two types of high-level radioactive-waste Currently, six candidate materials are being
packages are proposed for in the prospective considered for fabrication of the waste package
repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. About containers [2]. These materials are three
30,000 packages will contain spent fuel, and about austenitic alloys and three copper-based alloys, as
14,000 packages will contain processed-glass shown in Table 1. The austenitic alloys are Types
waste forms. Figure I shows conceptual designs 304L and 316L stainless steels and high-nickel
of these waste packages [1]. Alloy 825. The copper-based alloys are CDA 102

11
cross section / _ _ I_.f Disposal
of Internal | _11r._ 61 __.
structure 310_! "--cm 71_f containerpour
Consolidated cm_ __ canister
fuel pins _ __11_
or Intact 91 __X:KII_

assemblies _ __/- Rock

Spent fuel containers Waste glass
(25,000 to 35,000) containers (~14,000)

Figure 1. Conceptual designs of two types of high-level radioactive-
waste packages for emplacement in a geologic repository [1].
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Table 1. The six candidate materials for high-level radioactive-waste containers.

Common alloy Common industry Unified numbering
name designation system designation

Type 304L stainless steel AISI 304L $30403

Type 316L stainless steel AISI 316L $31603 •

Alloy 825 Alloy 825 N08825

Oxygen-free copper CDA 102 C10200

7% aluminum bronze CDA 613 C61300

70/30 copper nickel CDA 715 C71500

(oxygen-free copper), CDA 613 (aluminum needed to assure "substantially complete con-
bronze), and CDA 715 (cupronickel). Tables 2 tainment" of the encapsulated high-level ra-

and 3 show the compositions and the mechanical dioactive waste. We have found and documented
properties of these, materials, several models that satisfy this need. These

The material having the best predicted models are outlined here and elsewhere [7]. We
overall performance in the repository will be se- are currently developing models and determining
lected for fabrication of the containers. This parameters from experimental data. These
material must perform well in the following models will ultimately be incorporated into
categories: performance assessment codes.

i. Mechanical strength and toughness. The repository at Yucca Mountain will be
2. Fabricability and cost. located in an unsaturated zone 700 to 1400 ft
3. Metallurgical phase stability, above the water table and 300 to 1200 ft below

4. Resistance to: ground. Containers will probably be subject to
Hydrogen embrittlement and both dry and wet environments during era-
hydrogen-induced degradation, placement. Figure 2 shows an example of a

D Uniform oxidation and dissolution, calculated _emperature profile of a spent-fuel
Pitting. waste package placed in a vertical borehole [8].
Crevice corrosion. Vapor-phase corrosion is anticipated to be

m Stress corrosion cracking (SCC). the dominant degradation mode during the first
Radiation-enhanced degradation, part of the containment period, when the surface
Microbiologically induced temperature of the containers will be above the
degradation, unconstrained boiling point (96°C) at the eleva-

Data from current experimental testing of the tion of Yucca Mountain. As the temperature de-

candidate materials and from the literature will be creases with time, the possibility of aqueous-
used .as a basis of comparison. We have compiled phase corrosion increases, depending on the
a large volume of published data and used it to thermal power load in the container and the
establish a tentative ranking within each alloy thermal power density in the repository. There is
farr,iiy [3, 4]. Tables 4 and 5 show these rankings a significant difference in thermal power loading

for resistance to various forms of corrosion. The between spent-fuel and glass-waste-form
rankings may change as more experimental data packages. There is also variation in thermal decay
become available, with the isotopic content and age of the waste and

Federal law requires that the containers the configuration of the waste emplaced in the
provide "substantially complete containment" for container. Because of the lower thermal output of

a period of 300 to 1000 yr, with a very slow, glass-waste-form packages, container surface
controlled release of radionuclides allowed for the temperatures will drop to the boiling point
next 9000 )rr [5, 6]. Models of vapor- and isotherm sooner than in the case of spent-fuel

aqueous-phase corrosion of the containers will be waste packages. In fact, as shown in Fig. 2, the



Table 2. Compositions of the candidate materials.

(a) Austenitic materials

C Mn P S Si Cr Ni Other

Alloy (max) (max) (max) (max) (max) (range) (range) elements

• 304L 0.030 2.00 0.045 0.030 1.00 18.00- 8.00- N: 0.10 max

2O.0O 12.00

316L 0.030 2.00 0.045 0.030 1.00 16.00- 10.00- Mo: 2.(_-3.00

18.00 14.00 N: 0.10 max

825 0.05 1.0 Not 0.03 0.5 19.5- 38.00- Mo: 2.5-3.5

spec. 23.5 46.0 Ti: 0.6-1.2
Cu: 1.5-3.0

Al: 0.2 max

(b) Copper-based materials

Alloy Cu Fe Pb Sn Al Mn Ni Zn

CDA 102 99.95 .......
(min)

CDA 613 92.7 3.5 J 0.2-0.5 6.0-80 0.5 0.5
(nom) (max) (max)

CDA 715 69.5 0.4--0.7 0.5 -- J 1.0 29.0-33.0 1.0
(nora) (max) (max) (max)

Table 3. Mechanical properties of the candidate materials.

(a) Austenitic materials

Tensile strength Yield strength Elongation Reduction of
Alloy (rain, psi) (rain, psi) (min, %) area (min, %)

304L (annealed) 70,000 25,000 30 40

316L (annealed) 70,000 25,000 30 40

825 (annealed) 85,000 35000 30 Not spec.

(b) Copper-based materials

Tensile strength Y, _ld strength Elongation

Alloy (psi) (psi) (%)

CDA 102 (annealed) 34,000 10,000 45

CDA 613 (annealed) 80,000 40,000 40

CDA 715 (annealed) 55,000 20,000 45
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Table 4. Tentative ranking of the austenitic candidate materials for resistance to various forms of

degradation. These rankings are subject to change as more data become available.

Resistance

Form of degradation Best Worst

Phase instability 825 304L

Effects of hydrogen 825, 316L 304L

Uniform corrosion 825, 316L 304L

Pitting corrosion 825 304L

Crevice corrosion 825 304L

SCC 825 304L

Radiation-enhanced degradation 825 304L

Microbiologically enhanced degradation 825 304L

Table 5. Tentative ranking of the coppe_'-based candidate alloys for resistance to various forms of
degradation. These ranki_gs, like those in Table 4, are subject to change as more data become
available.

Resistance

Form of degradation Best Worst

Phase instability 102 715, 613

Effects of hydrogen 715 102

Uniform corrosion 613 102

Pitting corrosion 715, 102 613

Crevice corrosion 715, 613 102

Local dealloying 102, 715 613

SCC 715 102, 613

Radiation-enhanced degradation 613, 102 715

Microbiologically enhanced degradation 102 715, 613

boiling point isotherm for a typical spent-fuel 5-L/yr flux of ground water. The ground water
package will not be reached until after 1000 yr near Yucca Mountain is believed to contain

following emplacement, approximately 10 ppm chloride, 10 ppm nitrate,
Aqueous conditions may occur once the 10 ppm dissolved oxygen, 20 ppm sulfate, and

container surface temperature attains the boiling 120 ppm bicarbonate. Refluxing of vadose water
point isotherm and a sufficient flux of water on the hot container surface could result in the

reaches the container surface. Water enters formati,-m of concentrated electrolytes. These and

through fractures in the host rock and passes other species, shown in Table 6, play important
through or along the borehole wall, liner, and roles in the localized corrosion (LC) and SCC of
other peripheral surfaces. After the container the candidate materials.

temperature drops below the boiling point Gamma radiolysis may generate hydrogen .
isotherm, aqueous-phase corrosion becomes peroxide, various oxides of nitrogen, nitric acid, -
possible. Some containers may be subject to a and nitrous acid, which may also contribute to
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Figure 2. Calculated temperature profile for a vertical spent-
fuel package [8]. The spent fuel is from a pressurized water
reactor; local power density is 57.0 kW/acre; aerial power
density is 48.4 kW/acre; average package power at burial is
3.3 kW (10 Tr out of reactor); container diameter is 0.7 m;
package diameter is 5 m; and drift spacing 46.86 m.

Table 6. Environmental species involved in LC and SCC of the candidate alloys.

Austenitic alloys

Promoters: F-, CI-, Br-, $2(_3- "

Depolarizers: 02, H +, Fe 3+, C u2+, Hg 2+, H202, NO 2

Inhibitors: NO_, I-

Copper-based alloys

Promoters of pitting: S2-, HS-, HCO 3, SO_, Cl-

Promoters of SCC: NH3, NO 2

Depolarizers: 02, H+, Fe3+, H202, NO 2



container corrosion [9]. Several of these possible mechanical failure, uniform oxidation, and SCC.
species are listed in Table 7. Note that nitrous In the case of containers exposed to aqueous
acid, HNO2, could serve as a source of nitrite and environments, the above information is input to
hydrogen ions, both of which promote SCC in models of mechanical failure, uniform corrosion,
copper. LC, and SCC.

The overall corrosion model for the metal Models of pitting and SCC can be categorized .
container will consist of several integrated sub- as either initiation models or propagation models.
models. Figure 3 shows the submodels for vapor- Initiation models are more important than
pha_e corrosion (first 1000 yr), and Fig. 4 for propagation models on the time scales of interest ,
aqueous-phase corrosion. In the case of vapor- to repository designers. Most of the models
phase corrosion, information on the environment, discussed here are applicable to worst-case
properties of materials, and mechanical forces scenarios in which a concentrated electrolyte
acting on the containers are input to models of contacts the container surface.

Table 7. Anticipated products of gamma radiolysis in aqueous solutions.

Temperature Products

Above boiling point HN3_ N204, NO2, N20 or NO, 03. No NH3 is formed in the presence of 02.

Below boiling point HNO3 and HNO2 in moisture film. H202 forms but is catalytically

decomposed on Cu surface.

Environment ] Materials Properties Mechanical Forces

• Temperature [ • Mechanical • Residualstress• Partial pressures • Chemical • Lithostaticstress
- Water vapor / • Hydrostaticpressure

- Radiolysis products _ 1 • Internal pressure

] Mechanical Failure J_--
Uniform Stress Corrosion |
Oxidation Cracking

I

• Linear _ • Sensitization
• Parabolic ° Initiation

. Propagition

Time for penetration of wallrequired complete

Figure 3. Schematic of the integrated submodels for vapor-phase corrosion of the
containers.



Environment Materials Properties i Mechanical Forces

• Temperature • Mechanical J • Residual stress• Microbial growth • Chemical • Lithostatic stress

• Concentrations • Hydrostatic pressure
- Ground water ions _ • Internal pressure
- Radiolysis products

---_ Mechanical Failure

Uniform Localized Attack Stress Corrosion

Corrosion • Crevice corrosion Cracking
• Passivation _ • Pitting • Sensitization
• Dissolution -Initiation • Initiation

- Propigation • Propagation

[ Time required for complet_ penetration of wall J

Figure 4. Schematic of the integrated submodels for aqueous-phase corrosion of
the containers.

2. Vapor-Phase Corrosion

E_.perimental data on corrosion rates gener- m 1 = kit (1)
ated at Lawre ,_ce Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) are shown in Fig. 5. These data indicate m 2 = k2t (2)
that the lives of containers made of austenitic

alloys will not be limited by uniform oxidation in m3 = k3t (3)
wet air and saturated steam at elevated

temperatures [10]. For example, only 1% of a m -] = k.41og(t/¢l + 1) (4)
l-cre-thick austenitic container wall will bc . -

oxidized after a 1000-yr exposure to saturated m+1 = ktlog(t/'c2 + 1) (5)
steam at 100°C, assuming a linear rate of oxide
growth (worst-case sccnario). The lives of con- where rn is the oxide thickness, t is time, and "[]
tainers made of copper-based alloys, however, and 't2 are constants having the units of time. The
may be limited by uniform oxidation under sire- rate constants, ki, are known to have an Arrhenius
ilar conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 6 [10]. As dependence on temperature:
much as 60% of a cuprenickel container wall

could be oxidized during a 1000-yv exposure to k i = Ai exp(Ei IRT) (6)
wet air at 95°C. As discussed by Gdowski and
Bullen [11 ], several models have been used to where Ai is a pre-exponential constant and Ei is

predict rates of oxidation of copper and other activation energy. Typically, oxide growth obeys

alloys. These rate laws arc categorized as linear the parabolic rate law if oxidation is limited by
• [Eq. (1)], parabolic [Eq. (2)], cubic [Eq. (3)], inverse the diffusion of cations or anions through the

log [Eq. (4)], and direct log [Eq. (5)]. oxide film and if the oxide is completely adherent
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and protective. If spawling of the oxide occurs, inents may be analogous to the mechanisms
the overall rate of oxidation may appear to be operating in aqueous-phase environments. Such
linear, models will be discussed briefly in a subsequent

SCC of several of the candidate materials has section. In order to apply these models to vapor-
been observed in vapor-phase environments. The phase attacks, rates of spontaneous oxidation
mechanisms involved in initiation and propaga- [Eq. (1) or (2)] would be substituted for rates of
tion of stress-corrosion cracks in these environ- anodic oxidation at the crack tip.

3. Aqueous-Phase Corrosion

In the presence of an aqueous phase con- containing 100 ppm chloride, a pit could
taining dissolved halide ions, oxygen, and other penetrate the wall of a container made of Alloy

species, rates of LC are more likely to limit con- 825 in approximately 20 yr, provided the rate of
tainer life than rates of uniform oxidation or dis- propagation remained constant. Figure 7 shows
solution. Rates of uniform oxidation and aisso- data supporting this conclusion. Consequently,

lution in water and dilute solutions are typically modeling of degradation under these circum-
orders of magnitude less than rates of pit propa- stances should emphasize LC such as pitting.
gation. For example, in a slightly acidic solution

0

100 ppm CI 7000 ppm Cl
pH = 4.4 pH = 1-2

Figure 7. Pit penetration of the austenitic candidate materia;s after

6 months of exposure [126]. In the environments specified, a pit ccald
penetrate the wall of a 1-cre-thick container of Alloy 825 in about 20 yr.



4. LC and SCC of Austenitic Alloys

4.1 Background initiation models enable us to predict the effects
of environment on quantities such as the critical

Penetration rates at local sites of corrosive pitting potential and induction time [14, 15].
attack are expected to be far more serious threats Once a pit is initiated, it is necessary to calculate
to container life than rates due to uniform atmo- the rate of propagation (penetration). Mass
spheric and aqueous phase corrosion. Ionic and transport models enable us to calculate quantities

molecular species present in aqueous environ- such as pH inside the growing pit and the growth •
ments (water and moisture films) can serve as rate. The application of stochastic probability
promoters, depolarizers, or inhibitors of LC and theory has made it possible to account for
SCC in austenitic materials [12, 13]. For exam- observed variances in critical pitting potential
ple, F-, Cl-, Br-, and $2C_3- can induce localized [16]. The rate of pitting can be determined from
breakdown of passive films, thereby initiating logarithmic plots of survival probability as a func-
pit formation; such species are known as tion of time. Statistical methods have also been

promoters, employed to estimate the distribution of pit
Frequently, SCC initiates at pits. Anodic dis- depths [17]. Unfortunately, the limited scope of

solution at the bases of pits and at crack tips can this paper precludes detailed coverage of these
be enhanced b), a number of depolarizers, includ- important topics.
ing 02, H t, Fc_+, Cu 2., and Hg 2.. The cathodic
reduction of depolarizers on surfaces outside of 4.2.1 Halide Nuclei Theory

crevices, pits, and cracks can galvanically couple Okada assumes that pit initiation on a stain-
with anodic dissolution and oxidation processes less steel begins with the formation of a hemi-

that occur inside pits. In contrast to Cl-, ions such spherica! b_.lide nucleus on the passive oxide film
as NC_, i-, and acetate are known inhibitors of [14, 15]. If the nucleus is stable and grows con-

pitting and SCC of austenitic stainless steels, tinuously, it will eventually breach the protective
These inhibitors compete with halide ions for oxide. After dissolution of the metal halide, the

adsorption sites on the metal oxide film and base underlying metal is exposed and undergoes rapid
metal. In alkaline media, OH-, H t, and PO_ can corrosive attack. This mechanism is illustrated in

serve as promoter, depolarizer, and buffer, Fig. 8. The following reactions are assumed to oc-
respectively, cur at the interface between the halide nucleus

A second factor required for SCC is mechani- and the passive oxide:
cal stress. The stresses required are small, usually
below the engineering yield stress, and are tensile MZ+(oxide) + zX-(halide) --_ MXz (halide) (7)

in nature. The stresses can be externally applied,
but residual stresses often cause SCC failures. A O2-(oxide) + 2H.(halide) --_ H20 (halide) (8)
common misconception is that SCC is the result of

stress concentration at corrosion-generated sur- At the interface between the metal halide and the

face flaws (as quantified by the stress intensity solution, these reactions are assumed:
factor', K), and that when a critical stress intensity
factor, Kcriv is reached, mechanical fracture re- M".(halide) _ M7. (solution) (9)
sults. Although stress concentration does occur at

such flaws, it does not exceed the critical value X-(solution) --) X- (halide) (10)
required to cause mechanical fracture of the ma-

terial in an inert environment (KIscc < Kcrit). Okada has used two independent approaches
to derive the same expressions for the critical pit-
ting potential, Ec, the induction time, 1:,and the

4.2 Initiation of Pits critical size for a stable halide nucleus, r*. Note

that the critical pitting potential is a linear func-

It is important to understand the dependence tion of the logarithm of the halide ion concentra-
of pitting on various environmental conditions tion, in [X-l:
such as chloride concentration, pH, and tempera-

ture. Models of pitting phenomena fall into two
broad classes: initiation and propagation. Pit Ec = constant - (RT/_F)ln[X-] (11)
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Figure 8. Okada's model for pit initiation assumes that pitting
begins with the formation of a soluble halide nucleus on the
passive film [14, 15].

where R is the universal gas constant, T is the ab- where n is the valence of the metal cation. Note
solute temperature, _ is a constant, and F is that Eq. (13) implies that the induction time in-
Faraday's constant. This relationship between the creases exponentially as the chloride concentra-
critical pitting potential and halide ion concentra- tion decreases. As noted above, Okada has used
tion is consistent with the experimental results of two independent approaches to derive these ex-
several research groups [18-20]. For example, pressions for the critical pitting potential and the
variations of the pitting potential for Type 316 induction time for pit initiation. The first a__
stainless steel in cellulose bleach solutions at 50°C proach begins with the general evolution criterion
have been correlated with chloride concentration, proposed by Glansdorff and Prigogine for

temperature, and pH, as shown in Fig. 9 and irreversible thermodynamics [14]. The second

Eq. (12) [20]. Note that the pitting potential calcu- approach assumes that small, localized anodic
lated by Eq. (12) has the units of mV, SCE: perturbations in the electrochemical potential are

sufficient to nucleate patches of metal halide on

Ec = 2570 - 5.81T + 0.07T- pH the oxide film [15]. At relatively anodic poten-tials, the halide is more stable than the oxide.

- 0.49T- logiC1-] (12) Though the dependence of pitting potential
on chloride, pH, and temperature has been de-

" termined for Type 316 stainless steel, similar cor-
The induction time, z, is a function of both relations have not been established for Types

the halide ion concentration and the electrochem- 304L and 316L stainless steels, Alloy 825, or the

• ical potential, E: copper-based alloys. Correlations of induction
time with potential, chloride, pH, and tempera-

In(z) = constant - 2n - In [X-] - (2_FE/RT) (13) ture have not been established but are needed.
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Figure 9. Variation of pitting potential of Type 316 stainless steel
in cellulose bleach solution at 50°C [20]_. This correlation, obtained

by Matamata [20], is in perfect agreement with the theories of
Okada and others [14, 15].

Such data will be crucial in corrosion models that et al. [21]. These investigators assume that
will be used to predict container life. oxygen anions diffuse from the solution-film

The functional form of Eqs. (11) and (12) interface to the film-metal interface and result in

makes it possible to use factorial-designed exper- continuous growth of the oxide film (Fig. 10).
iments to determine the adjustable p_rameters in Metal cations are assumed to move in the

the following expression with a minimum num- opposite direction and undergo dissolution at the
ber of experiments: film-solution interface. Vacancies (metal holes)

are believed to accumulate at the metal-film

Ec = ao + alln[Cl I] + a2pH + a3T interface when the rate of vacancy generation _
exceeds the rate of submergence in the bulk oxide.

+ a121n[Cl-] • pH + a131n[Cl-] - T + a23pH • T Eventually, a void forms from a condensation of
vacancies at the metal-film interface. The passive

+ a1231n[Cl-] • pH. T (14) film collapses when the void grows to suffi-
cient size.

Note that Eq. (i:,; :_¢ludes two-factor interactions In a similar fashion, factorial-designed exper-

known to be important. ='l_,.?measured responses iments can also be used to determine the depen-
in such a design are the cr, rrosion, pitting, and dence of the incubation time on chloride, pH,
repassivation potentials. This experimental strat- temperature, and potential. However, the design
egy enables experime,,ters to easily calculate the is slightly more complicated since there is an ad-
confidence intervals of parameters, ditional adjustable parameter, electrochemical

4.2.2 Point Defect Model potential.

Equations having the same functional form 4.2.3 Electrostriction Model

as Eqs. (11) and (12) have been derived from According to Sato [22], breakdown of the
_he point defect model of pit initiation by Chao passive film may be due to electrostriction
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Figure 10. The point-defect model developed by Chao et aL [21] assumes that
localized failure of the passive film is due to the condensation of cation
vacancies at the metal/oxide-film interface. M M is a metal cation in a cation

site, M x+ is an aqueous metal cation, VMX"is a cation vacancy in the passive
film, X 0 is the halide in an anion site, X- is an aqueous halide anion, V0 is an
anion vacancy in the passive film, m is the metal atom introduced into the
passive film at the metal/film interface, and Jca is the diffusion flux of cation
vacancies in the passive film.

pressure. The mechanical stress due to the elec- model. Unfortunately, an explicit expression for
trostriction pressure is assumed to cause film the incubation time is not presented by Sato in
rupture. This pressure can be calculated from either of his models. Furthermore, the depen-
Eq. (15): dence of the critical pitting potential on chloride

concentration, pH, and temperature is not obvi-
P- PO= E(E - 1)" E2/8rc - 7/L (15) ous. Therefore, the results of the point defect and

halide nuclei models appear to be more useful in

where p is the electrostriction pressure in the film, the prediction of container life.
Po is the atmospheric pressure, _ is the dielectric
constant of the film, E is the electric field, 7 is the 4.2.4 Inclusions Model

surface tension, and L is the thickness of the pas- Pits can also nucleate at inclusions in the al-
sive film. The first term on the right-hand side of ioy surface. Manning et al. published a study in

the equation represents the electrostrictional el- 198J which determined the effects of sulfide-
fect, and the second the interfacial tension effect, inclusion morphology and composition; matrix;

According to Szklarska-Smialowska [23], elec- and environmental variables such as pH, tem-
trostriction pressures from 10 to 100 kg/cm 2 are perature, and NaCl concentration on resistance to
possible, which are sufficient for plastic deforma- pit initiation [24]. Pitting corrosion tests were

tion and breaking of the oxide film. performed on Types 304L, 3]6, and 316L stainless
• As discussed by Szklarska-Smialowska, Sato steels. The morphology of sulfide inclusions was

has also developed an electrocapillary breakdown altered with high-temperature heat treatments.
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4.3 Propagation of Pits of the pit [26]. In contrast, 3eck and Alkire have
developed a mass transport model for pit growth

As discussed in Sec. 4.2, a pit can initiate at which assumes that the base of the pit is covered
various types of sites on the passive film. Such by a very resistive salt film [27]. Pit growth is
sites include halide nuclei, voids, and sulfide in- limited by the film (Fig. 12).

clusions. After the initial breakdown of the pas- 4.3.1 Pit Growth with an Active Surface at the
sire film, the pit may continue to grow. Several Base of the Pit
models of pit growth (propagation) have been
developed. For example, in 1972 Pickering and The model of Pickering and Frankenthal as- ,
Frankenthal [25] developed a mass transport sumes that the pit has an active metal surface at
model which assumes that the base of the pit is its base [25]. The pit envisioned in their model
completely active (Fig. 11). Galvele extended the has insulated cylindrical walls and a conductive
Pickering-Frankenthal model to include cases in planar cap at the base (Fig. 11). They assume
which metal hydrolysis reactions occur at the base quasi-steady-state conditiov.s and solve the

(a) Electrolyte

0

Ix Passivating
film

Metal H + Y - Metal

M +

_l_etal

Electrolyte

(b) 0

x _- Passivating
film

Metal Na + CI- Metal

//_MeM talen+_

[ Me _-_ Men*+ ne-J I Men+ + H;zO_ Me(OHtn-1)++ H l

"Figure 11. (a) The Pickering-Frankenthal model for propagation
of a pit with an active metal base [28]. (b) The Galvele
modification of the Pickering-Frankenthal model takes into
account hydrolysis and suppression of the pH [26]. Both models
assume quasi-steady-state conditions.
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_Salt During pit growth, the total ionic concentration
film Oxide inside the pit is greater than that of the bulk elec-

I trolyte outside the pit. The potential gradient is

J such that the potential becomes more ano :tic near
the base of the pit.

In 1976 Galvele modified the Pickenng-
Metal Frankenthal model to include the effects of metal

hydrolysis reactions on pH at the base of the

pit (Fig. 11) [26]. Recall that the Pickering-
' Figure 12. The Beck-Alkire model assumes that Frankenthal mod'q predicts that the concentration

the surface of the hemisphel :cal pit is covered of hydrogen cations dec:eases inside the pit dur-
by a highly resistive salt filrr, [27]. This is a ing pit growth [251. In other words, one would

transient-mass-transport moc el. expect an increa_ in pH inside the pit.
Unfortunately, Pickering and Frankenthal as-
sumed that simple anodic dissolution of the active
metal surface (M --_ Mn+ + ne-) was the only

Nernst-Einstein equation to detc_:mine the one- chemical reaction occurring at the base of the pit.
dimensional concentration and potential profiles Galvele's modification includes the following hy-
inside the pit. Recall that the Nernst-Einstein drolysis reaction:
equation defines the dependence of the ionic flux

on diffusivity and ionic mobility. Concentrations Mn+ + H20 _ M(OH) (n-l)+ + H + (20)
of halide anion, l_ydrogen cation, and metal cation

as functions of the parameter iMx are givec_ by By including this effect, Galvele has shown that

Eqs. (16) through (18), respectively, significant pH suppression can occur inside the

Cry- 3 = C° + (iMx/2D(M+) F) (16) pit. A trend opposite to that predicted by the
Pickering-Frankenthal model is predicted.

2D(M+) F. C°2 Galvele [26] points out that suppression of

C(H+) = 2D(M+) • C° + iMx (17) pH at the base of a pit to some critical level canprevent passivation. His arguments related to
passive film stability are based on Pourbaix dia-

4DovI+)F • C°. iMx + (iMx) 2 grams. Galvele gives evidence indicating that the
C(M+) - 2D(M+)F(2D(M+ )F. C° + iMx) (18) current density during pit growth, lM, is approx-

imately 1 A/crn 2, which is unusually high. His
The dimensionless potential, FCa/RT, where _ is theory predicts pH suppression inside pits to
the electrical potential, is given in Eq. (19) as a critical levels for depths as small as 100 ,/_
function of the parameter iMx: (X = 10 -6 cre), which is approximately the

thickness of the passive film. A crack in the

F_/RT = In[1 + (iMx/2D(M +) F. C°)] (19) passivating oxide film would give a diffusion
path long enough to reach the critical pH.

where x is the distance from the mouth of the pit Galvele [26] developed an expression for the
towards the base of the pit, iM is the current den- critical pitting potential as a function of halide ion

sity at the base of the pit, C° is the salt concentra- concentration from his expression for the poten-
tion in the bulk electrolyte outside of the pit, and tial profile, which is given as Eq. (21):
D(M+) is the diffusivity of the metal cation in the

electrolyte. F, R, and T are Faraday's constant, the iMx = C°" D(M+)F [(n + 1)exp(+F_/RT)
universal gas constant, and absolute temperature,
respectively. Calculations based upon this model + (n - l)exp(-F_/RT) - 2n] (21)
indicate that the concentrations of both metal ca-

tions and halide anions increase with increasing

values of iMx. The maximum concentration of If the value of iMx is known, this expression can
these species is found at the base of the pit (x = X). be used to evaluate the electrical potential, _, un-

' In contrast, the concentration of hydrogen cations der the experimental conditions of a pitting po_
is greatest at the mouth of the pit (x = 0) and has a tential measurement. Assume that the parameter
value identical to that of the bulk electrolyte, iMx is kept constant while two pitting potential
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measurements, _1 and _II, are made at salt con- current is controlled by the rate of dissolution of a

centrations C°t and C°ll, respectively. The follow- metal salt film is governed by Eq. (24):
ing proportionality is found:

] = D (Cs-Cb) (l/r + 1/_/_.Dt) (24)
C°l exp(F_l/ RT) = C°Ilexp(F_II/ RT) (22)

where J is the diffusional flux, D is the diffusivity
Equation (23) is obtained from Eq. (22) by taking of the salt in the electrolyte, Cs is the saturation
logarithms: concentration of metal salt in the electrolyte, Cb is

the concentration of metal salt in the bulk elec-

_I - _II = constant - (RT/F)ln(C°I) (23) trolyte, r is the radius of the pit, and "¢is the time
(not the same quantity as the induction time dis-

This expression gives the change of electrical po- cussed above). The term 1/_,r-_ is important at
tential inside !he pit when the pitting potential is short times when the penetration distance is small
measured as a function of the salt (NaC'l, for ex- compared with the radius of the sphere (i.e., t <
ample) concentration. This electrical potential r2/rcD). In contrast, this term becomes negligible
should be subtracted from the measured pitting at long times during sustained pit growth.
potential value to get the real pitting potential. Equation (24) can be simplified for the typical
The parameter _I - ii)Ii is analogous to EC. Note case where the bulk concentration is negligible.
the similarity of Eqs. (11), (12), and (23) in terms In this case the limiting current dcnsity inside the
of dependence on salt concentration, pit, iL, is given by Eq. (25):

Though the Pickering-Frankenthal model arid
the Galvele modification of that model allow us to iL = zFDCs/r (25)
understand variations of ion concentrations inside

growing pits, an explicit expression for the pit where z is the number of electrons involved in the

depth as a function of time is not derived. In fact, anodic dissolution process. The pit growth rate,
the concentrations are expressed as functions of dr[dt, is proportional to the limiting current den-
the confounded parameter iMx. Consequently, sity, iu Integration of the expression for dr/dt
such an approach to pit modeling is of very little yields Eq. (26), the pit radius as a function of time:
use in predicting the life of high-level radioactive-

waste containers in environments that may cause r = [rl 2 + 2DCs Mx/pP/2 (26)
pitting. The penetration rate is proportional to

iM and was assigned assumed values by these where M is the atomic weight of the metal, and p
authors, is the density of the metal undergoing dissolution.

As pointed out by Beck and Alkire, investiga-
4.3.2 Pit Growth Limited by Salt Film tions of the one-dimensional pitting of titanium in

Beck and Alkire have developed a simple bromide solutions have revealed that the growth

mass transport model for the growth of hemi- of salt films on the surface of that metal obeys rate
spherical pits [271. They assume that the initiation expressions based upon high-field conduction.
of pits on the surface of a passive metal occurs at The current density associated with growth o-f the
flaws in the protective oxide film. Such a flaw salt film is given by Eq. (27):
could be either a halide nucleus generated by the
mechanism proposed by Okada [14, 15] or a void if = ioexp(_rlf/tf) (27)

generated by the point defect mechanism pro-

posed by Chao et al. [21]. These flaws have ap- where i0 is the corresponding exchange current
proximately the same dimension as the passive density, 13is a constant specific to Eq. (27), rlf is the
film thickness. Consequently, the local current film overvoltage, and tf is the film thickness. This

density in a pit during the initial stages of growth expression can be rearranged for calculation of
is exceedingly high. Recall that Galvele presented the salt film thickness:
evidence for local current densities as high as
1 A/cre 2. A salt film is likely to form on the inner tf = 13rlf/ln(zFDCs/ior) (28)
concave surface of the hemispherical pit at such

high current densities. The growth rate of a where z is the valence of the metal involved in the '
hemispherical pit (Fig. 12) in which the corrosion salt, D is the diffusivity of ions in the salt film,
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and Cs is the saturation concentration of the salt

in the bulk electrolyte. Beck and Alkire per-
formed calculations that estimate tf to be approx-

imately 77 ./_for a case where the pit radius, r, is _
1 l.tm. lt is important to note that this model, Metal .4_: Electrolyte
unlike those of Pickering and Frankenthal [25] A i::I_I_
and Galvele [26], gives an explicit expression for _:i_(I

the pit size as a function of time. Thelefore, when _" .............-: :-_::.::..1---- "_ -- -applicable, Eq. (28) can be used to predict failure ._ ........"......... I

• of containers due to pitting. [_ ..,__ I
/

4.4 Crack Initiation at Pits Having __
Critical Depth

Pits can serve as initiation sites for SCC. Nature of :i:i!_
Buck and Ranjan have derived an expression for pit surface is :i.:i:ii:i

the time to initiate a stress corrosion crack, tree not specified ::i:ii:.ii{/Oxide
[29]: Z film

! '
(Klscc) 2 exp(_Vm / V0)

tinc = /_B(cI2 _ o02) (29) Figure 13. Hagn assumes that stress-corrosion
cracks begin at half-elliptical pits having a

where KISCC is the stress intensity threshold for critical depth, a ---ath [28].

initiation of SCC, cr is the applied stress, o0 is the
stress needed to close the crack, B is a constant,

-Vm is the electrochemical potential of the sam-
ple, and V0 is the reversible potential. This ex-

pression is based upon _heir crack-tip_pening where ='_Gis the alternating tensile stress, a is the
displacement (CTOD) model for crack initiation at pit depth (half the major axis of the ellipse), c is
a pit of critical depth. In this model, the micro- the minor axis of the ellipse, and F(a,c) is a geo-
crack propagation rate at the base of the pit, metric factor calculated from a and c. The exact
damdr, is assumed to be linearly proportional to expression for F(a,c) is
the opening displacement at the mouth of the pit,
8. When 8 exceeds a threshold value, 8c + So, a

1.13 - 0.07 _7_
crack is initiated at the base of the pit. The critical F(a,c) = (31)

opening displacement for initiation of SCC in the _/1 + 1.47 (aic) 1"64
absence of "corrosion blunting" is _c. Note that

the quantity _ic is proportional to KI_CC/crflE, Equation (29) can be arranged to calculate the-crit-
where afl is the flow stress, and E is Young's ical pit depth, ath:

modulus. The corrosion-pit opening dis-
placement, _io, is that required to prevent ath = (1/rc) (dkKth/F(a,c)" AO)2 (32)
blunting of the base of the pit by corrosion.

Hagn has developed a model for the initia- Though this expression was developed for CF,
tion of corrosion fatigue (CF) cracks at pits [28]. Hagn claims that it may also be applicable to SCC.

In this model, pits are regarded as half-elliptical SCC can also begin in the absence of pitting
surface cracks since they have tiny fissures at their by intergranular corrosion or slip-dissolution pro-
bottoms (Fig. 13). The following equation was cesses. Intergranular-corrosion-initiated SCC re-
derived from linear-elastic fracture mechanics for quires that the local grain-boundary chemistry

the stress intensity threshold, AKth, required to differ from the bulk chemistry. This condition oc-
initiate a fatigue crack at a corrosion pit: curs in sensitized austenitic stainless steels or

• with the segregation of impurities such as phos-
AKth = Ao(/r.a)1/2 F(a,c) (30) phorus, sulfur, or silicon in a variety of materials.
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Slip-dissolution-initiated SCC results from local The equilibrium constant for this reaction, KCrC, is
corrosion at emerging slip planes and occurs pri- related to the standard free energy of formation for
marily in low-stacking-fault materials. The pro- this reaction, AG°Crc, by Eq. (34):
cesses of crack initiation and propagation by the

slip-dissolution process are very similar. KCrC = exp(-AG°CrC/R T) (34)

where R is the universal gas constant and T is the

4.5 Sensitization of the Austenitic absolute temperature. The equilibrium constant

Alloys can also be written in terms of the activities of the
two reactants, aCr and ac:

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC) of austenitic stainless steels can occur KCrC = 1/[act(ac) 6/23] (35)

when these materials are subjected to a suffi-

ciently severe combination of stress, corrosive From Eq. (35), an expression can be derived for
environment, and sensitization, a term denoting the mole fraction of chromium in the depleted

increased susceptibility to attack following a region adjacent to the carbide precipitates, XCr,eq:
thermal exposure that causes chromium-rich
M23C6 carbides to precipitate at grain boundaries. XCr,eq = 1/[KCrC.'Ycr(aC) 6/23] (36)

The phenomenon of sensitization has been
the subject of extensive investigation. Chromium This expression clearly shows that by decreasing
carbide precipitation in stainless steels occurs in the activity of carbon in the bulk alloy, ac, the
the temperature range of 500 to 850°C (930 to mole fraction of chromium in the depleted region
1560°F), with the rate of precipitation controlled is increased, thereby decreasing the tendency of
by chromium diffL_sion [30]. A variety of metal- an alloy to undergo sensitization. Of course, this
lurgical changes have been suggested as mecha- is why Type 304L is less prone to sensitization
nisms for sensitization, but it is generally accepted than Type 304.
that the principal feature responsible is a narrow In addition to lowering the carbon content

chromium-depleted zone adjacent to the carbides, of an austenitic alloy such as Type 304 or 316, it
This mechanism was suggested in 1933 by Bain is possible to add stabilizing elements (strong

et al. [31] and has been further developed by carbide formers such as titanium and niobium).
Stawstrom and Hillert [32] and Tedmon et al. [33]. Note that the above development is an idealiza-

Tedmon et al. suggest that susceptibility to tion which neglects the possible formation of
intergranular attack occurs when there is an carbides from iron, nickel, or stabilizing ele-
essentially continuous zone in which the local ments. A thermodynamic model has been de-
chromium concentration is below about 13 at.%. veloped by Fullman that accounts for these ef-

Chromium is the element responsible for the for- fects through the incorporation of chromium
mation of stable passive films in stainless steels, equivalency parameters, ai [34]. Sufficient
and localized depletion of this element adjacent to parameters have been included in Fullman's
grain boundaries results in the establishment of computational model to predict the effects
an active path (one which does not repassivate) of aluminum, cobalt, copper, manganese,
into the bulk material, silicon, titanium, vanadium, and tungsten on

The austenite chromium concentration in sensitization. The parameter ej is defined as

equilibrium with the Cr23C6 carbide depends - (3PCr/OPj)XCr, the change in chromium con-
most sensitively on the activity coefficient of tent, Pcr' with respect to a change in element-j
chromium and on the activity of carbon, as ex- content, Pi.
pected from thermodynamic arguments, lt is as-

sumed that the diffusing chromium atom reacts 4.6 The Propagation of SCC
with a coordinated carbon atom, which is repre-
sented by (6/23) C: Crack propagation models also can be cate-

gorized according to the state of passivity of the
metal at the crack tip. In cases where the crack tip

Cr + (6/23)C _ CRC6/23 (33) is not passivated and the strain rate is relatively •
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low, propagation of SCC may be limited by the Reactions for the anodic dissolution and hy-
transport of ionic species along the length of the drolysis of the alloying elements are shown in
crack. Such transport models may be applicable Eqs. (42) and (43):
to situations in which intergranular attack is en-
countered. For example, in a sensitized stainless M ---)M n+ + he- (42)
steel, the chromium-depleted region adjacent to
grain boundaries may serve as an active path into Mn+ + H20 _-4M(OH) (n-_. + H . (43)
the bulk material. Other situations arise in which

the crack tip is passivated. Under conditions such Turnbull and Thomas also considered the
e

as these, crack propagation is believed to occur by buffering effect of CO2 in seawater, which is
a mechanism which involves fracture of the pas- summarized in Eqs. (44) and (45):
sive film.

H2CO3 _ H + + HCO_ (44)

4.6.1 Propagation Controlled by Ion HCO_ e4 H . + CO 2- (45)
Transport and Anodic Dissolution

Turnbull and Thomas [35] h;,ve developed a Since the ground water near the Yucca Mountain
model of the electrochemical conditions in a static repository has relatively large concentrations of r
crack for steel in the active state based upon the bicarbonate, such buffering effects are considered
quasi-steady-state mass transport of species by important.
diffusion and ion migration (Fig. 14). Though In the case of structural steel BS 4360 50D in
their model was developed for SCC, it is ideally 3.5% NaCl at pH values from 3 to 8.5, the current
suited to the problems of intergranular attack in density due to the anodic dissolution of metal at
the absence of stress and crevice corrosion. This the crack tip has been found to obey Eq. (46):

mass transport model assumes that the following
reactions occur inside the crack: iM = kMexp(]3FE/RT) (46)

Fe _ Fe2. + 2e- (37) where E is the electrochemical potential at the
crack tip, and ]3is a constant specific to Eq. (46).

Fe 2. + H20 _-) FeOH . + H . (38) In this case ]3= 1, kM = 2.7 x 10-.7 A/cre 2, and
FIRT = 38.92 V-1. Similarly, the rates of reduction

H20 e-) H . + OH- (39) of hydrogen ions and water are governed by
Eqs. (47) and (48), respectively:

H20 + e- _ H + OH- (40) iH. = kH.CH+exp(-_'FE/RT) (47)

H t + e- _ H (41) iw = kwexp(-_" FE/RT) (48)

In this case ]3'= 0.5, kH . = 2 x 10 -5 A- cm/mot,
13" = 0.5, and kw = 8 x 10-14 A/cre 2. Note that the

potential, E, is relative to a saturated calomel elec-
trode (SCE).

Equation (49) is the general equation for con-
servation of species in the crack, based upon di-cia .............

lM Enectrolyte lute solution theory:
dt : ', , , ......................",7

Metal ]'_ Oxide film OC,O"T-+ vVCi = DiV2Ci
I I
l_ a .I + z,(F-_DiV(C,d))+R, (49)!

Figure 14. Propagation of a stress-corrosion crack where the second term on the left-hand side of the
with an active crack tip [35]. equation represents convective transport. The
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three terms on the right-hand side represent dif- of the external electrode (around crack opening)
fusion, electromigration, and generation or con- was assumed to be approximately -700 mV, SCE.

sumption of the species, respectively. Since there The model predicted that the concentration of fer-
is a term for electromigration effects, rigorous rous ions near the crack would be slightly higher

solution requires that Laplace's equation must than the equilibrium value. The hydrogen ion
also be solved [36, 37]. The authors assumed that concentration varied very little over the length of
the crack propagation rate was so slow that con- the crack, except at the crack opening. Boundary

vective transport in the crack could be neglected, conditions require hydrogen ion concentrations at
Furthermore, they assumed quasi-steady state, the opening and in the bulk electrolyte to be
which eliminated the time derivative and reduced equivalent, lt was found that the potential drop
Eq. (49) to an ordinary differential equation, changed slowly with distance from the crack

Equation (49) was solved using Eqs. (46) tip, except at the crack opening. The validity of

through (48) as boundary conditions at the crack the model was checked experimentally by
tip and along the walls of the crack. Ion concen- measuring the pH in an artificial crevice at
trations in the bulk electrolyte outside of the crack various potentials.

served as boundary conditions at the crack open-
ing. To facilitate numerical analysis, Turnbull 4.6.2 Models Involving Film Fracture at the
and Thomas first converted the mathematical Crack Tip

equations to a nondimensional form. Their early Nakayama and Takano have applied a slip-
attempts to obtain a numerical solution of the dissolution-repassivation (SDR) model to SCC of
equations ignored electromigration effects and Type 304 stainless steel in a boiling MgCl 2 solu-
made use of a computer algorithm in which the tion [38]. Such a model may also be applicable to
dependent variables were represented by finite the SCC of copper and copper-based alloys and

Chebyshev series. However, only limited success also involves the periodic rupture of the passive
was achieved with this approach. An improved film at the crack tip (Fig. 15). They used slow
technique was developed which converted the strain rate testing (SSRT) to demonstrate that the
system of ordinary differential equations to non- SCC was dependent on strain rate, applied poten-
linear integral equations. A numerical solution tial, and solution temperature. This behavior was
could then be found by application of a variant of qualitatively explained by considering both the
the Newton-Raphson iterative technique, formation rate of slip steps and the characteristics

Turnbuli and Thomas performed simulations of their dissolution-repassivation. Furthermore,
of steel BS 4360 50D in 3.5% NaCI. The potential they used high-voltage electron microscopy

da _ '""":::: ::::::::::!:i:i::::::::iiiii!:i:i:i:i:i::i:i:!:i:i:i:i:i::!:i:i:i:i:::i::::i:!:!:!:i:i::::::::::::::::i:i:i:::Ii::::::::

- lectrolytedt

Metal --1_ OlXmde

d%,
dt

Figure 15. Propagation of a stress-corrosion crack with a passive
tip by periodic film fracture [41].
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(HVEM) to image crack tips and found that trans- rial chemistry on da/dt can be represented by a

granular cracks propagate along active slip single parameter, n:
planes. Thus, they proved that the SDR mecha-
nism is acceptable for the transgranular cracking da/dt = f(n) (dcct/dt) n (55)

of Type 304 stainless steel in 42% MgCI2 solution.
The SDR model can quantitatively predict the The relationship between da/dt and ¢ct/dt

' crack propagation rate as a ful_ction of applied shown in Eq. (55) was derived (tom the power-
potential and slip step formation rate. law relationship that was found to exist between

Development of the SDR model begins with time and the anodic current density transient lm-
' the expression for the dissolution current density, mediately following fracture of the film. This

i(t), at a crack tip for a single slip step. Note that transient is simply represented as ia = at -t' The

i(t) decays exponentiaRy because of repassivation primary objective of Andresen and Ford has been
of the active surface at the crack tip, as described to establish a scientific basis for determining n as

by Eq. (50): a function of corrosion potential, solution conduc-
tivity, and alloy composition (sulfur content, etc.).

i(t) = J°exp(-[3t) (50) The Andresen-Ford model is more elegant
than that of Nakayama and Takano [38] in that

where t is time, ]0 is the dissolution current den- mass transport inside the crack, as governed by

sity of the fresh surface at t = 0, and _ is the decay Eq. (49), is also taken into consideration. In

constant. Equation (51) defines (i), the time aver- essence, the Andresen-Ford approach provides
age of the dissolution current density. The result the advantages of both the Nakayama-Takano
is given as Eq. (52): [38] and _he Tumbull-Thomas [35] models. The

Andresen-Ford model is in excellent agreement

f l/ns with experimental data obtained under conditions(f) = i (t) dt/(1/ns) (51) in boiling water reactors.do
Note that Maier and Galvele have used the

straining metal electrode technique as an SCC test
({) = j0/[_ns[1 - exp(-_/ns)] (52) for Type 304. stainless steel in NaCI + H2SO 4 solu-

Note that r,,s is the formation rate of siip steps, tions [42]. They conclude that a periodic film

The crack propagation rate, da/dt, can then be cal- formation process (repassivation) does indeed oc-
culated from Eq. (53): cur during straining, which i,- consistent with the

model of Nakayama and Takano [38], as well as

da/dt = M (f)/zFp (53) the models of Andresen and Ford [39-4I].
_ "arshall and Burstein have studied the kinetics of

The molecular weight of the passive oxide film is ':le repassivation process on Types 304L and 316L
represented by M, z is the oxidation state of the stainless steels in detail using a scratch technique
metal involved in the film, and p is the density of [43]. They concluded that the repassivation rate is
the film. The film could be composed of species controlled by ion conduction through the growing

oxide film under high elect'tic field.such as Cr203, C,'(OH)3, Cr(OH)2, Fe203, or
Fe304. Several cathodic reactions occur outside of

The models developed by Andresen and the crack and are galvanically coupled with the

Ford also assume that tbe propagation of SCC is anodic repassivation (and dissolution) of the
due to the fracture of the passive film at the crack crack tip. These include the reduction of oxygen
tip [39-41]. "Iheir model indicates that the crack and hydrogen ion:

propagation rate is proportional to the crack tip
strain rate, dc,c_/dt, divided by the fracture strain 02 + H2 + 2e- --_ 2OH- (56)
of the film, af.

02 + 4H + + 4e- --+ 2H20 (57)

• da/dt = (MQf/zpF) [(d_.ct/dt)/cf] (54)
2H . + 2e- _ H 2 (58)

The oxidation charge density between film-
• fracture events is represented by Qf. As these Clearly, a relationship should exist between

authors point out, the effects of water and mate- da/dt and dcct/dt if these models are valid.
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Unfortunately, a thorough review of the litera- water reactors [44]. Jones shows such a
ture on SCC of the candidate materials has not cor. -lation for furnace-sensitized Type 304
revealed correlations relevant to the repository stainless steel in water with 0.2 ppm dissolved
environment. However, such correlations oxygen at 288°C (550°F). In this case, da/dt was
have been established for sensitized micro- found to be proportional to the square root of

structures under conditions fou'_Ld in boiling dect/dt.

5. LC and SCC of Copper-Based Alloys

5.1 Background classification allows one to easily understand and
correlate results. Campbell states that Type I pit-

The copper-based candidate materials are ting is usually associated with certain hard or
sensitive to several species that might exist in the moderately hard well waters. It is more likely to
repository environment. Ions known to play an affect cold water pipes than hot water pipes and

im_rtant role in pitting include S2-, HS-, HCO_, may cause perforation in only 1 or 2 yr. It is char-
SO4-, Cl-, Fe3., and H . [45]. Dissolved 02 is also acterized by the formation of fairly large, well-
very important. Pitting of copper and copper- defined pits usually containing soft crystalline
based alloys can occur in both chloride and cuprous oxide, and often cuprous chloride, be-

bicarbonate solutions. In addition to the reduc- neath hard green mounds of calcium carbonate
*,ion of oxygen, the reduction of ferric ion to fer- and basic copper carbonate. The surface between
rous ion can serve to depolarize anodic r_actions the pits is often covered with a shiny, dark red,
involved in pitting and SCC. Consequently, it is water-formed cuprous oxide layer beneath a
also important to measure concentrations of ferric greenish deposit of hardness salts stained with
and ferrous ions in solutions used in testing traces of copper corrosion product. Type 2 pitting

copper-based alloys. The ty_ of pitting observed occurs only in certain soft-water areas and is
depends on the [HCO3]:[SO_-] ratio, so mea- practically unknown if the water temperature is
surements of sulfate concentration are important, below 60°C (140°F). lt is characterized by deep

pits of small cross section, containing very hard
crystalline cuprous oxide and capped by small

5.2 Pitting of Copper-Based Alloys black or greenish-black mounds of cuprous oxide
and basic copper sulfate. The surface between the5.2.1 H_,storical
pits usually carries a nearly black layer of water-

Copper tubes are used widely for potable formed oxide (a mixture of cupric and cuprous
anti supply water. Campbell first described pit- oxides) beneath a thin layer of silt deposited by
ting of copper tubes in contact with water in 1950 the water. Some hot soft waters containing small
[45]. Extensive investigations have since been amounts of manganese can produce a special
conducted with various natural waters because of form of Type 2 pitting in which the pits are larger

the practical importance of this problem. Not than those formed during ordinary Type 2 pitting
only can copper be damaged by pitting, but so and the black deposit on the surrounding areas of
can copper alloys such as brasses [46], bronzes the copper is largely manganese dioxide.
[47], and some cupronickels--the 70/30 cupro- According to Mattsson [52] and in contrast to
nickel (Cu-30Ni), for example [48]. Pitting of cop- Campbell [45], three types of pitting of copper can
per occurs not only in chloride-containing solu- be distinguished. Three types of pitting are also
tions, but in bicarbonate so!utions as well [49]. discussed in the review by Szklarska-Smialowska

[53]. "Type 1 occurs on annealed or half-hard
tubes in cold tap water, caused by a continuous

5.2.2 Classification of Pitting Mechanisms carbon film formed during bright annealing at the '
According to Campbell, there are two types inner tube surface. Type 2 occurs on hard-drawn

of pitting of copper in fresh water [45, 50, 51]. tubes in hat tap water of low pH (<7.4) and a low

Numerous papers have been published on this [HCO3]:[SO 2-] ratio (<1). Type 3 occurs on hard, '
topic, so it is helpful to categorize published work as well as annealed, tubes in cold tap water of

according to the type of pitting discussed. Such high pH, with low salt concentration; this pitting
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type is not caused by a continuous carbon film, The cathodic reaction supporting the anodic
and the reason for its formation is not vet dissolution process is oxygen reduction:
known."

02 + 2H20 + 4e- ---)4OH- (61)
5.2.3 Two Mechanisms for the Pitting

of Copper For corrosion to proceed, the hydroxyl ions

According to Szklarska-Smialowska [53], two produced at the cathodic sites must be removed.
conceptual models exist concerning the pitting of This occurs more readily in acid supply water or

. copper. The first model postulates that on the water that contains bicarbonate ions:
surface of copper, oxygen reduction occurs on a
large cathodic area, and pitting occurs on a small OH- + HCO 3 --_ CO_- + H20 (62)
anodic area [54--56].The second model presumes

that oxygen reduction occurs above the pit, not on The last reaction causes precipitation of mixed
the surrounding area. Pitting is thought to occur calcium carbonate and basic copper carbonate
when a cuprous chloride pocket forms below a scale.
porous, electrically conductive membrane that Iron can also have a significant influence on
permits CuC1 to diffuse through it. This mere- the pitting of copper. As discussed by Szklarska-
brane separates the anode from the cathode. It is Smialowska [53], Kristiansen [60] studied pitting

suggested that pits initiate where CuC1 formation of copper in distilled water containing 10 mg SC_4-
occurs. Local accumulation of corrosion products, and 5 mg CO2/L with and without an iron ion

resulting from general (uniform) attack on the addition, at temperatures of 45, 50, and 60°C. In
copper surface, is thought to produce pitting, aerated neutral water, iron is present in the Fe3.
This model is illustrated in Fig. 16 [57, 58]. No form. Ferric ions are reduced according to the
quantitative mathematical model has been devel- following reaction when deposited on a copper
oped to predict rates of penetration due to this surface:
type of pitting.

Fe 3+ + Cu _ Cu . + Fe 2+ (63)
5.2.4 Pit Chemistry

Cornwell et al. [59] suggested that the fol- Ferrous ions are again oxidized to Fe 3., causing

lowing chemistry is involved in the pitting of further copper corrosion. Kristiansen [60] was
copper in aerated supply waters: able to establish (using radioactive SgFe) that pits

nucleated where iron was present on the metal
Cu . + C1- --_ CuCl (59) surface. It was also found that the highest corro-

sion occurred at 50°C, which was explained by

CuC1 hydrolyzes to form cuprous oxide, which is the decomposition of the basic copper carbonate
precipitated on the metal surface: deposit and formation of a more protective

copper oxide at higher temperatures. Pits were
2CuC1 + H20 ---)Cu20 + 2HC] (60) also found on copper when no iron had been

Cu (HCO3)2

O2_ _=Water/_ Basic cupric salts
(-_ _/ and calcium carbonate
._::u'_'. (OHI,;(_:xl_:g_.,_

_Ir l_,Basic
/ = I sa.s

"_'-- _ "1 |_"4d////I////////////////////

X xi.. _._ _N\" membrane
_! "_\"_,X _ Crystalline cuprous

\ oxide
Cu'-- Cuprous chloride

Copper

Figure 16. Lucey's proposed mechanism for the pitting of copper

involves a porous cuprous oxide membrane [57, 58].
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added; however, the possibility of iron in the copper tend to form in alkaline solutions, while
water could not be excluded, cuprite, brochantite, antlerite, or Cu203 form in

In 1976 Marcel Pourbaix was selected as the acidic solutions, depending upon potential. In

Palladium Award Medalist of the Electrochemical acidic media and at practical potentials, copper
Society [61 ]. During his address he reviewed dissolves as either Cu . or Cu z.. In contrast, the

much of his work on predicting potential-pH species responsible for dissolution in alkaline me-
diagrams for copper and copper-based alloys, dia is probably CuO_.

His work in this field was motivated by the Angus and Angus have developed a new
International Copper Research Organization computational approach for the generation of
(INC1L4). This organization asked Pourbaix to Pourbaix diagrams which is based on the concept '
elucidate some fundamental electrochemical of virtual species [69]. Computation of the equi-
aspects of the pitting corrosion of copper tubes in librium composition was accomplished by treat-
cold water, which was a severe problem in the ing the active element as a virtual species. For

United States and in Belgium, Germany, the ideal solutions, the equation set may be solved
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom during the sequentially rather than simultaneously for the
early 1960s [61-68]. concentrations of all species. For nonideal solu-

Several diagrams relevant to the repository tions, the method provides the basis for an effi-

environment at Yucca Mountain have been pre- cient iterative solution. The procedure gives a
sented by Pourbaix [61-68]. For example, one simple test for phase stability and an algorithm
diagram represents the equilibria of the Cu-H20 for defining the boundaries of the re_ons of dom-
system at 25°C and shows regions of immunity, inance of the dissolved species that is indepen-
free corrosion, and passivation. The passive film dent of concentration. Unfortunately, the virtual
is either Cu20 (cuprite), CuO (tenorite), or hy- species approach is restricted to systems involv-
drated Cu203, depending upon potential and pH. ing only one redox element, M, and to pure solid
Note that cuprite or cuprous oxide, Cu20, forms phases containing only M, H, and O. No other

at the most cathodic potentials, near the free solids, such as carbonates, or complexes, such as
corrosion potential. Another diagram shows the chlorides, were considered, though it is possible
potential-pH diagram for the ternary system, to do so. Angus and Angus calculated several

Cu-C1-H20, for solutions containing 355 ppm C1-. potential-pH diagrams for the Cu-H20 system,
Note that water from well J-13 at the Nevada Test each for a different total concentration of dis-

Site contains approximately 10 ppm CI-. In cases solved copper (10-8, 10 -6, and lM). These dia-
involving chlor.de, there are acidic regions where grams are comparable to Pourbaix's diagrams for
films of 3Cu(OH)2 • CuCl2 or CuC1 form in the Cu-H20 system.
addition to the oxides of copper.

Pourbaix also investigated the eff_t of CC)2 5.2.5 Role of Carbon Films
and SO2 on copper in chloride-containing water.

A diagram was generated for the quinary system, The effect of carbon is explained differently
Cu-CI-CO2-SO2-H20, at 25°C. The aqueous phase by Lucey [57, 58] and Pourbaix [62]. In Lucey's
is assumed to contain 229 ppm CO2, 46 ppm SO3, theory, the effect of carbon is attributed to the_
and 22 ppm CI-. The water in Brussels, Belgium, increased production rate of primary corrosion
has similar concentrations. Furthermore, the products and to the hindering of CuCI diffusion

stable form of copper in the presence of Brussels from the pit. According to Pourbaix, the corro-
water (pH 8) is known to be CuO3. Cu(OH)2, sion potential of copper coupled to a carbon film
malachite, which is consistent with Pourbaix's is increased to values at which pitting of copper

calculations. In addition to cuprite, malachite, occurs. The same effect would be obtained by
tenorite, and Cu203, calculations predict CuCI coupling copper to a more noble metal. Campbell
(nanterite) and CuSO4 • nCu(OH)2, where n can be [70] has also suggested that the carbon films

either 2 or 3 (antlerite and brochantite, respec- couple galvanically with the copper. The carbon
tively) in acidic regions. Pourbaix also performed films would provide large cathodic areas around

calculations for the ternary system, Cu-CO2-H20, small anodic surfaces of exposed copper. Local-
at 25°C. In addition to cuprite, tenorite, and ized anodic dissolution would result in pitting.
Cu203, he predicted formation of nCuCO3 • He also discusses the reduction of dissolved .
Cu(OH)2, where n can be either 1 or 2 (molochite oxygen at the cathodic areas and the possible rate-
or azorite, respectively). His calculations for the controlling effects of carbon dioxide and calcium
Cu-SO3-H20 system indicated that the oxides of bicarbonate, both of which act as cathodic
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depolarizers by removing hydroxyl ions formed biological activity and radiolysis. Therefore, we
by reduction of oxygen, consider the possibility as a worst-case scenario.

5.3.3 Crack Tip Chemistry of Copper

5.3 SCC of Copper-Based Alloys in Aqueous Ammonia
Bertocci and Pugh proposed that the anodic

5.3.1 Historical dissolution of copper and alpha-brass in aqueous
In the early days of corrosion research, sci- environments that contain ammonia is due to the

entists believed that pure metals were immune to following sequential reactions [80]:
• SCC. However, researchers eventually dis-

covered that copper is susceptible to this mode of Cu + 2NH 3 --) Cu(NH3)_ + e- (64)
failure. For example, Pugh et al. reported IGSCC

of copper in nontarnishing ammoniacal solution 2Cu(NH3)_ + 1/2 02 + H20 + 4NI-'I3 ---)
[71], Pednekar et al. reported transgranular stress

corrosion cracking (TGSCC) of copper in sodium 2Cu(NH3)_* + 2OH- (65)
ni,_-ritesolutions [72], and Escalante and Kruger

reported IGSCC of copper in cupric acetate Note the importance of oxygen in Eq. (65). The
solutions without illumination [73]. More monovalent species is then regenerated at the

recently, Suzuki and Hisamatsu found that pure surface by:
copper is susceptible to TGSCC in 0.05M NH4OH

solution at 70°C [74]. Cu(NH3) 2. + e-_ C!I(NH3)2 "_+ 2NH3 (66)

5.3.2 Mechanisms of SCC In the case of SCC of copper or alpha-brass, an-
IGSCC is generally thought to occur by odic dissolution could occur at the crack tip after

mechanisms involving fracture of the passive film rupture of the tarnish film. A competing anodic
at the crack tip [75]. For example, the film- reaction would result in repassivation of the
rupture model assumes that stress acts to open surface:

the crack and rupture the protective film. Then
the freshly exposed metal dissolves, and the crack 2Cu + H20 --_ Cu20 + 2H . t- 2e- (67)
is extended. Suzuki and Hisamatsu have also

used the film-rupture model to explain TGSCC of Pugh et al. represented these chemical reactions
copper and alpha-brass exposed to ammonia- with a slightly different set of equations in an

containing environments [74]. They show that earlier paper [81]. Galvanically coupled cathodic
TGSCC of copper (and alpha-brass) is associated reactions may include the reduction of oxygen

with the periodic rupture of the tarnish (anodic) and hydrogen ion as well as the reduction of
film at the crack tip. After strain-induced rupture nitrite, which is discussed below.

of the tarnish film, small quantities of current
flow to the crack tip during anodic dissolution 02 + H2 + 2e- --_ 2OH- (68)
and repassivation. In addition to Suzuki and
Hisamatsu's article in Corrosion Science [74], other 02 + 4H . + 4e- --_ 2H20 (69)

versions of this study have been published by the
same authors in Boshoku Gijutsu [76, 77]. Ali of 2H . + 2e- ---)H2 (70)
these publications have been reviewed by Myers
[78i. More recent work has indicated that the lt is important to note that much of the insight

tarnish films at crack tips may grow after crack into the chemistry of SCC of pure copper in
propagation into the base metal [79]. Such ammoniacal environments was gained from

observations during TGSCC can be explained by a studies of season cracking of alpha-brasses, which
film-induced cleavage mechanism, are copper-zinc alloys [82-88].

• SCC of copper and copper-based alloys se- Because of the role of NH3 in the SCC of
lected as candidates for the waste containers is copper, Pourbaix diagrams for the Cu-H20-NH 3

not expected to be a significant problem since the system are of interest and ha,. e been generated by
ground water below the repository environment Hoar and Rothwell [89]. Similar potential-pH
does not contain species known to promote SCC diagrams are found in an earlier paper by
in these materials. However, such species Johnson and Leja [90]. Expanded portions of the
(ammonia and nitrite) may be generated by potential-pH diagram generated by Hoar and
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Rothwell are shown in Fig. 17. On the basis of can form, so that active attack can readily occur

their calculations tor pure copper, Hoar and on yielding metal and protective film formation
Rothwell propose an SCC mechanism for alpha- on static metal. This process maintains the
brass (and pure copper). Formation of a cuprous propagation of SCC.
oxide film should begin on stressed copper at

approximately 50 mV, NHE (normal hydrogen 5.3.4 Crack Tip Chemistry of Copper
electrode) and at pH 7.2-7.3. Microstrain of the in Nitrite Solutions

ductile metal at places such as grain boundaries Aaltonen et al. conducted linear-sweep, an-
could break the brittle oxide; however, electro- odic polarization experiments, which give insight
chemical action would repair it. into the chemical mechanisms involved in SCC of "

As the film thickens, the potential rises until copper in 0.3M NANO2 solutions [91]. These

the film becomes unstable at a potential of ap- authors found that the dissolution of copper as
proximately 275 mV, NHE. Note that the three Cu + occurs at potentials more anodic than
regions of stability for Cu20, CuSO4 • 3Cu(OH)2, -230 mV; this is followed by the oxidation of Cu+
and Cu(NH3)_ intersect at approximately 275 mV, to Cu 2. at potentials more anodic than -100 mV.
NHE, and pH 7.2-7.3 in Fig. 17. Repair of the The maximum current density was observed
oxide by electrochemical action now becomes during the formation of CuO at +100 inV. All
more difficult, especially on yielding metal, and a potentials were measured relative to the saturated

fissure begins to propagate. At pH 7.2-7.3, since calomel electrode (SCE). Further increasing of

the initial anodic product is soluble, the anodic potential results in the oxidation of NO_2 to NO 3,
action, especially at the rapidly yielding which is evident in the polarization curve shown
advancing edge of the fissure, becomes rapid, for platinum. On the basis of these data,

Although the sides of the advancing fissure may Aaltonen et al. concluded that the following
also begin to dissolve to Cu(NH3)_, the reaction anodic and cathodic reactions occur on copper in
removes NH 3, and moderately protective Cu20 nitrite solutions. First, there is the two-step
can again form there, so that the fissuring mode of anodic dissolution of copper, which is
attack, which requires rapid penetration of the represented by Eqs. (71) and (72):
advancing edge and little penetration on the
sides, is maintained. In fact, at 275 mV, NHE, and Cu -4 Cu . + e- (71)

pH 7.2-7.3, both soluble and insoluble products Cu . -4 Cu 2. + e- (72)

! I L l 1

CuSO, 3Cu(OH)21 I 0.1
0.3 -- ....... =*

"" 0

0.2 --

u._ * -.-0.1 --Cu(NH3 )*2 Cu2
0.1

o-cu' 1-o. cuI
7.0 7.5 8.0 10.5 11.0 11.5

pH pH

Figure 17. SCC of copper in moist ammoniaca] environments is
known to occur at two pH levels (7.3 and 11.3). The passive film is
known to be unstable under these conditions [89].
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This reaction is followed at more anodic poten- active adsorbates necessary, for SCC of pure cop-
rials by the passivation of the copper surface with per. At the present time, the identity of the
a film of cuprous oxide: species responsible for SCC of copper in nitrite

solutions is unknown.
2Cu + H20 ---)Cu20 + 2H + + 2e- (73)

5.3.5 Crack Tip Chemistry of Aluminum

Note that the cuprous oxide film can be oxidized Bronze in Steam
to form cupric hydroxide: Klement et al. [94] have found that alu-

minum bronze is susceptible to IGSCC in steam
" Cu20 + 3H20 --_ 2Cu(OH)2 + 2H + + 2e (74) environments. They believe that IGSCC in this

alloy is due to the segregation and subsequent
Cathodic reactions include the reduction of oxidation of aluminum at grain boundaries. After

oxygen, as discussed in the previous section, and rupture of the oxide at the crack tip, the following
the reduction of nitrite. The degree of reduction repassivation reaction may occur, resulting in the
is dependent on whether the reaction takes place formation of hydrargillite, A12C)-3• 3H20:
on pure copper, on Cu20, or in the electrolyte.

2Al + 3H20 --_ A1203 + 6H* + 6e- (80)
NO 2 + H . + e- ---) NO + OH- (75)

In neutral water at 25°C, this reaction has a

2NO 2 + 4H . + 6e- --_ N2 + 4OH- (76) standard potential of approximately -1.13 V, SHE
[95]. If any condensate film exists near the crack

Newman and Burstein have reported am- tip to host the hydrogen ions, the repassivation
monia formation by the cathodic reduction of reaction may be galvanically coupled with the
nitrite and nitrate on copper [92]. The following reduction of oxygen to form water:
reaction is given by Aaltonen et al. in an earlier

paper [93]: 02 + 4H . + 4e- --_ 2H20 (81)

NO 2 + 7H . + 6e- ---) NH3 + 2H20 (77) In neutral water at 25°C, this reaction has a

standard potential of approximately 1.229 V, SHE
If this reaction occurred on copper, SCC induced [96]. This chemistry has not been verified.

by nitrite could actually be due to the presence of Though Pourbaix diagrams have not been

ammonia. In addition to serving as an SCC pro- found for copper-aluminum and copper-nickel
rooter, nitrite could serve as a depolarizer, alloys, it is informative to study the diagrams for
However, as pointed out by Aaltonen et al. in the aluminum and nickel in Pourbaix's Atlas of Elec-
more recent paper [91], the reduction of nitrite to trochemical Equilibria in Aqueous Solutions [95]. At

ammonia as proposed by Newman and Burstein pH values greater than 2, aluminum is passivated
I92] was not observed on pure copper. The cat- with a film of hydrargillite, A1203 • H20, at all
alytic generation of nitrogen on copper may also potentials within the thermodynamic limits of

occur and would probably follow reaction steps water. In acidic media having a pH less than 2,
given in these equations [91]" aluminum dissolves as AI 3.. Similar behavior

would be expected for aluminum bronze. The

2NO 2 + 4H20 + 8e- --o N 2- 8OH- (78) surface would probably become passivated with
2 + hydrargiilite rather lhan cuprite because of the

differences in their free energies of formation.

02 + 2Cu . + N 2- The unusual stability of this passive film is re-
2 -o 2CuO + N 2 (79) sponsible for the relatively low uniform oxidation

and corrosion rates observed for aluminum
The equations given in Ref. 91 are not balanced bronze.

and have been corrected here. If Eq. (77) actually
occurs, several steps must be involved since so 5.3.6 Crack Tip Chemistry of Cupronickel
many electrons are consumed. Note that the re- in Aqueous Environments

duction of nitrite to molecular nitrogen, like the As shown by McGuire et al. [97], passive
reduction of nitrite to ammonia, is believed to films formed on Cu-30Ni are composed primarily
take place only on pure, nonoxidized copper sur- of nickel oxides or hydroxides, which is rea-
faces. This reaction may provide some surface- sonable in light of the relative free energies of
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formation of all possible compounds. McGuire controlled by the solid-state diffusion of cuprous
et al. could not distinguish between hydroxide ions through the tarnish (cuprous oxide):
and oxide species since hydrogen cannot be de-

tected by Auger spectroscopy. Furthermore, it is L = C(tc) 1/2 (83)
very difficult to distinguish the two types of
oxygen by the shape of their Auger peaks. The where C is a rate constant for film growth. The
repassivation reaction near the corrosion potential value of tc can be calculated from the strain rate at
is believed to involve the formation of Ni(OH)2. the crack tip, dEct/dt, and the fracture strain of the

In the case of nickel, the surface would film, _f:

probably be passivated with Ni(OH)2, Ni304,
Ni203, or NiCh, depending upon potential and tc = cf/(dcct/dt) (84)

pH. Though Pourbaix diagrams for copper-nickel
and copper-aluminum alloys have not been Therefore da/dt is linearly dependent on the rate
predicted, Candela and Chang have pre_nted a constant for film growth and the square root of
technique for predicting such diagrams for alloys the strain rate:
in the gas phase [98].

da/dt = C[(dcct/dt)/_f] 1/2 (85)

5.4 Propagation of SCC One should recall the square-root dependence
discussed earlier. The time to failure is then

in Copper-Based Alloys
given by:

As in the case of the austenitic alloys

(stainless steel), crack propagation in copper- tf = lmax/(da/dt) (86)

based alloys can arise from fracture of the passive
film at the crack tip. In such cases, the film- where/max is the maximum crack length at frac-

rupture model has been found to be applicable, ture. This can be expressed more explicitly as
In addition to the film-rupture model, the film-
induced cleavage model has been proposed for tf = (Imax/C)[af/(dc.ct/dt)] 1/2 (87)

application to SCC of copper-based alloys. This
model assumes that films at the crack tip can in- One should note the similarity between Eq. (87)

duce cleavage at the underlying base metal, and the equations presented by Andresen and
These films can be tarnish films, monatomic ad- Ford [41] and Newman [101].

sorbate films, and dealloyed layers. Suzuki and Hisamatsu performed direct
measurements of the model parameter al. Copper

wires were anodically polarized in solutions of
5.4.1 Crack Propagation Due to 0.05M NH4OH at 70°C and simultaneously tested

Stress-Induced Failure of Oxide Films by SSRT. Strain rates ranged from 1.0 x 10 -4 to

Suzuki and Hisamatsu have applied a film- 4.0 x 10 -5 min -1. They determined _ from the
fracture model to SCC of Cu in NH4OH [74]. true strain at the onset of electrochemical current

Their work is especially interesting since the film- transients which were associated with film rup-
fracture strain, ¢f, was determined. Suzuki and ture. Incremental changes in the crack length, a,
Hisamatsu use a formulation of the film-fracture were monitored using acoustic emission. Crack

model developed by Forty and Humble [99] and extensions as small as 2 pm were detected.

McEvily and Bond [100] for SCC of alpha brass. Newman and Sieradzki have also used AE
The crack propagation rate, da/dt, is assumed to techniques to study SCC in alpha-brass [102].
be determined by the thickness of the tarnish film Suzuki and Hisamatsu found that E:franged from
at the crack tip, L, and the time between fracture 1.1 x 10- 3 to 1.4 x 10 -3.
events, tc: Suzuki and Hisamatsu also studied the time-

to-failure in 0.0SM NH4OH solution at various

da/dt = L/tc (82) solution temperatures (40--70°C) [74]. They
found an Arrhenius relationship between the re--

The growth rate of the tarnish film has be,,n ciprocal of time-to-failure, tfr 1, and absolute .
found to obey the parabolic law and is prc, bably temperature, T. The apparent activation energy
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of SCC was estimated to be approximately 8.4 to parameters of the film and substrate material. In
19.2 kJ/mol (35.2-80.4 kcal/mol). Next, these these simulations, when the lattice parameter of

authors used x-ray analysis to determine that the the film is smaller than the lattice parameter of the
tarnish film formed on pure copper was poly- substrate, a nonshearing form of embrittlement

crystalline and predominantly Cu20. Further- results. If the nature of the lattice parameter
more, they found that the rate constant for film mismatch is reversed, dislocation nucleation is
growth, C, exhibited Arrhenius behavior' with an favored, and an enhanced localized shear form of
apparent activation energy, Ea, of approximately embrittlement results. The relative moduli can
13.8 kJ/mol (57.8 kcal/mol): further affect this general behavior.

Paskin et al. based their computer simula-

C = Co exp(-Ea/RT) (88) tions of the propagation of cracks coated with a
thin solid film on a molecular dynamic technique

This type of temperature dependence is believed [104, 105]. Atoms were assumed to be arranged
to be due to the proportionality that exists be- in a triangular lattice and to interact with the 6-12
tween C and the solid-state diffusion coefficient. Lennard-Jones potential:

Since the activation energies for film growth and

crack propagation were very similar, Suzuki and _q = ¢[(d/rq) 12- 2(d/rq) 6] (89)
Hisamatsu concluded that the observed rate of

SCC was controlled by tarnish film growth, where all energies are measured in units of the
well depth _ and distances in units of the equilib-

5.4.2 Crack Propagation Due to Film-Induced rium spacing d. The calculations were performed

Cleavage of the Base Metal using the Verlet central difference method for
A theory proposed by workers from solving Newton's equation of motion. The atomic

Brookhaven National Laboratory suggests that a positions, velocities, and forces, and the total en-
brittle crack can initiate in a thin surface film and ergy, work, potential energy, and modulus of
attain a velocity sufficient to propagate as a cleav- elasticity were monitored throughout the simula-
age crack for significant distances into the unaf- tions. The external tensile load was applied as an
fected substrate [103-105]. In addition to oxide external tensile force on each atom of the upper-
and dealloyed layers, one can visualize other most row and the lowermost row of the sample.

types of films. For instance, a surface hydride In the majority of the simulations, the crack was
may be responsible for cracking in some of the assumed to be coated with a film of three layers of
strong hydride formers, atoms. Two parameters were used to characterize

Paskin et al. have used computer simulations the film, i.e., the interatomic spacing, d, and the
of molecular dynamics in solids to model SCC depth of the interatomic potential, ¢, which de-
due to film-induced cleavage [103]. In their termines the elasti': modulus of the film.

paper, they concentrate on the following features These computer simulations have given sig-
associated with the SCC and embrittlement in nificant insight into experimental observations.

environmental-alloy systems: (1) lowering of the For example, consider the TGSCC of alpha-brass
critical applied stress intensity (or load) required in ammoniacal solutions. There is considerable
to produce fracture; (2) change in fracture mode; evidence that crack propagation in this system oc-
and (3) variation of the critical load as a function curs discontinuously by a series of brittle-fracture
of a parameter such as gas pressure or film thick- events. In such environments, zinc is preferen-

ness. They propose a model in which a reaction tially dissolved out from the alloy, leaving a de-
product in the form of a coherent film produces fective yet coherent copper-rich film around the
embrittlement. The film could be an oxide, a deal- crack tip. This film has a thickness of approxi-
loyed layer, or a hydride. The magnitude of the mately 20 to 50 nm. Since the dealloyed layer is
critical load predicted by the model is used as a brittle, it fractures. Simulations predict that the
measure of embrittlement under various simu- crack should continue to propagate into the
lated conditions, unaffected alpha-brass via a dynamic embrittle-

Embrittlement results from the nature and ment mechanism. Eventually, the crack tip would
magnitude of the residual stresses introduced into encounter a preexisting slip band and stop.

the crack tip region by the presence of the film. Analogous situations could arise in dealioyed
The_ stresses are due to the mismatch in lattice surface layers on aluminum bronze.
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As discussed above, dealloying of alloy sur- that dealuminification of aluminum bronzes is not
faces can result in brittle layers, which may un- a significant problem until the aluminum content
dergo film-induced cleavage. Sieradzki et al. reaches 9 to 11 at.%. Tuthill states that denickeli-
discuss the relationship between TGSCC of fication occurs occasionally in high-nickel-content
copper-aluminum and dealloying [106]. In view overhead condensers used in refineries where
of this relationship, it is important to develop an hydrocarbon streams condense at temperatures
understanding of this mode of degradation in above 149°C.

copper alloys. Pryor and Fister have studied the Gleekman and Swandby have documented
mechanisms and kinetics of the dealloying of the massive dealuminization and failure of
copper solid solutions and intermetallic phases aluminum-bronze rotating drums used to dry
[107]. Potentiostatic experiments in 0.5N NaCl at CaCO3 pastes having pH values of approximately

-0.25 V, SCE, showed that the rates of dealloying 8 [111]. Minor impurities of Cl- and SO24- in the
of copper-base binary alloys fall in the following paste were found to significantly enhance the rate
order: copper-aluminum > copper-manganese > of dealuminification.

copper-zinc > copper-nickel. Copper-nickel al- Hydrogen embrittlement has been invoked
loys are less susceptible to deailoying than as a source of TGSCC because many of the mate-
copper-aluminum alloys. The kinetics of the deal- rials that undergo conventional hydrogen embrit-
loying of copper-aluminum alloys obey the fol- tlement are susceptible to SCC. However, copper
lowing relationship: and its alpha-phase alloys are an exception since

there is no evidence for conventional hydrogen
log Sc = KCs (90) embrittlement in these materials, lt is speculated

that SCC results from absorption of cathodically
where S_: is the excess solute concentration generated hydrogen at the crack tip. The ab-
(mg/cm 2 per 20-h exposure) dissolved from the sorbed hydrogen is thought to embrittle the re-
alloy, and Cs is the atom percent of solute in the gion immediately in front of the crack and thus

alloy. K is related qualitatively to the reversible allow for further crack propagation.
potential of the solute element. Pryor and Fister lt may be possible for adsorbate layers to
concluded that the rate of dealloying is primarily promote SCC by film-induced cleavage. This
controlled by electrochemical factors and not by mechanism accounts for SCC by assuming that
solid-state diffusion. The rate of deall:)ying of embrittlement results from a reduction in bond

copper-nickel was several orders of magnitude strength caused, by the adsorption of certain
less than that of copper-aluminum, so small that a species at strained bonds at the crack tip. This

kinetic expression could not be developed from model differs from the hydrogen embrittlement
the data. model in that embrittlement is assumed to occur

Lennox and Peterson have studied the corro- at the surface and not in the bulk. The embrittling
sion and dealloying of copper-aluminum and species are assumed to be specific ions or
copper-nickel alloys in seawater [108]. They molecules in the aqueous environment. Unfor-
found that copper-aluminum alloys such as CDA tunately, there is no independent evidence to
612 and 614 (similar to CDA 613) are susceptible confirm'or refute the hypothesized reduction in
to dealloying. However, dealloying could be bond strength. Criticisms of the adsorption

prevented by cathodic protection. In contrast, model have been summarized previously [80].
copper-nickel alloys such as CDA 706 and 715 are Lynch has suggested a radically different
essentially immune to dealloying. Ferrara and form of the adsorption model [112]. According to

Caton studied the dealloying of cast aluminum this approach, the cleavage-like surfaces do not
and nickel-aluminum bronzes in seawater [109]. result from brittle fracture, but rather from a plas-
They concluded that dealloying in duplex-phase tic process involving the adsorption-enhanced
aluminum bronze castings is a significax_.t prob- generation of dislocations at the crack tip. This
lem and is often undetectable by visual inspec- view is based on the claim that the transgranular
tion. Dealloying depths in excess of 13 mm were fracture surfaces, while macroscopically brittle,

observed in some castings. More recently, Tuthill exhibit fine slip steps and extremely small,
has reviewed the iterature on the application of shallow dimples that are characteristic of ductile
copper alloys in seawater service [110]. He also fracture.
cited the work of Ferrara and Caton and noted
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6. Crevice Corrosion

Intense LC frequently occurs within crevices chloride, low-pH environment found in crevices
and other shielded areas on metal surfaces ex- is virtually impossible. The anodic dissolution of
posed to corrosives. After emplacement of the most metals is accelerated in such environments.

containers in the repository, crevices will form at In addition to the large differences in con-
points where the container is supported. Fur- centration inside and outside of crevices, there are
thermore, natural deposits of sand, dirt, corrosion large differences in current density. Oxygen re-
products, and other solids can form crevices, duction continues at relatively low current densi-

An explanation of crevice corrosion is given ties on ali passivated (oxide-covered) metal sur-
by Fontana and Greene (Fig. 18) [113]. During faces outside of the crevice. This large overall
uniform aqueous phase corrosion, the cathodic cathodic current must be balanced by the anodic
reduction of dissolved oxygen and the anodic dis- dissolution current on metal surfaces inside the

solution of metal cations are gaivanically coupled crevice. Given the small active area within

and proceed at rates that are independent of po- crevices, corresponding current densities are typi-
sition on exposed metal surfaces. In contrast, cally very large. Therefore, local penetration rates
oxygen reduction on metal surfaces in crevices within crevices also tend to be very large (far

eventually ceases because of the lack of this reac- greater than on unobscured surfaces).
tant. Oxygen becomes depleted in such recesses, The modeling approach developed by
and mass transport rates (diffusion-limited) are Turnbull and Thomas for SCC on active surfaces,

insufficient to replenish it. Consequently, the discussed in Sec. 4.6, is also ideally suited to
only process that occurs at an appreciable rate crevice corrosion problems [35]. Vermilyea and
within the crevice is the anodic dissolution of Tedmon [114] have al_,o developed a simple

metal. This process tends to produce an excess of theory for the variation of concentration and
positive charge in the crevice solution (MZ+), potential in a crevice and compared predictions
which is necessarily balanced by the migration of with experimental data. A consequence of their
halide ions, such as Cl-, into the recess. The in- theory, confirmed by experiments, is that a small
creased concentration of metal halide in the difference in potential in a crevice can cause a
crevice results in undesirable localized chemistry: large change in concentration and a correspond-

ing large increase in corrosion current at a given
MC! + H20 --_ MOH (prec.) + HCl (91) applied potential.

France categorizes crevice corrosion mecha-
The halide salt hydrolizes in water to form a pre- nisms on the basis of the type of concentration cell
cipitate and free acid. Repassivation in the high- established by the crevice [115]. The mechanisms

t c -j \
High 0 2 concentration "__-_ Low 0 2 and high M +, CI-, H+ concentrations

O2 _4OH- _ CI- H + CI- CI- H + CI-
M+ M + M+ M+

 t eeet t
Figure 18. Proposed mechanism of crevice corrosion [113]•
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discussed include (1) metal-ion, (2) differential- solution resistivity, ic is the critical anodic current
aeration, (3) active-passive, (4) hydrogen-ion, density, and 8Ea is the active potential range.

(5) neutral-salt, and (6) inhibitor cells. Active- Equation (93) defines the length of a passivated
passive ceils are governed by Eqs. (92) and (93). crevice that can be maintained passive.
Equation (92) defines the length of an active-

passive crevice that can be passivated: Lp = _[W_El:./pi p (passive) (93) ,

Lp = 5Epri W/f_ic 6Ea (active-passive) (92) where ip is the passive current density. A
comparison of experimental and calculated

where Lp is the passive length, _iEp is the passive passive crevice lengths for Type 304 stainless steel
potential range, W is the crevice width, p is the and Alloy CF-8 showed good correlation.

7. Effects of Gamma Irradiation

7.1 Possible Effect on Resistance positive (noble) values in the presence of gamma
to Pitting irradiation.

The initial understanding of this radiolytic
lt has been known for many years that the ir- effect on corrosion potential is attributed to Glass

radiation of liquid water by gamma rays produces et al. of the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage

ionic, free radical, and molecular products. Investigations Project [116, 117]. Their study
Because of the fast reaction of ionic species, the found that the positive shift in Econ- was com-
"primary products" of water radiolysis are con- posed of three parts. The major part was found to

sidered to be H ., OH-, e_q, HO2, H202, and H2, persist after the irradiation was terminated, but
where the first four are called the radical most of it was removed if the irradiated solution

products, and the last two are the molecular was replaced by a new solution. This part was at-
products. The radical products are very chemi- tributed to hydrogen peroxide, H202. The part

cally reactive, reacting with the molecular prod- that remained aft.er the solution was changed was
ucts or with dissolved solutes in the water, if pre- attributed to permanent changes in the oxide
sent. If oxygen is dissolved in the water, both H layer on the stainless steel. The third part was

and e__ react with it rapidly to form HO2 and 0 2, only present during irradiation and was at-
respec_vely. At pH near neutral, the HC)2 ionizes tributed to the transient radical species.
rapidly to form H . and C_2. The result of ali these According to Glass et al., the following an-
reactions is that in irradiated oxygenated water, odic and cathodic reactions are believed to be of

steady-state concentrations are present of the major importance in determining the corrosion
oxidizing species OH, O'_2,and H202. There is also potentials of austenitic stainless steels under
a low steady-state concentration of H2 (which is gamma irradiation [116]. The cathodic reactions
effectively inert to stainless steel at temperatures are as follows:
at which water is liquid). The obvious implication
is that each of the models of LC must include H202 --_ 2(. OH)AD s (94)
equations for the mass transport, homogeneous
reaction, and electrochemical reaction of each (. OH)ADS + e- (-4 OH- (95)

radiolytic species. Note that the generation term
in Eq. (49) is significant in such cases. 02 + 2H20 + 4e- ---)4OH- (96)

When an electrode is inserted into such an ir-

radiated solution, a corrosion potential, Ecorr, is 02 + H20 + e- --) HO 2 + OH- (97)
observed which reflects the composite of the re-

actions of all the reactive species in the solution HO_2+ H20 + 2e- _ 3OH- (98)
with the material of the electrode. Several re-

search groups, including Glass et al. [116, 117], where ADS denotes adsorbed species. Equation •
Marsh et al. [118], Kim and Oriani [119], Clarke (94), not given explicitly by Glass et al., has been

and Jacobs [120], and Ruther et al. [121] have ob- included for completeness. The reactic,ns repre-
served that Ec_rr of stainless steel shifts to more sented by Eqs. (97) and (98) are believed to be le,'._
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important than those represented by Eqs. (95) and taneously present: (1) the material must be sensi-
(96). The cathodic reactions are: tizcx.-i,i.e., the concentration of dissolved

chromium in the grain boundaries must be de-
Fe --_ Fe2-. + 2e- (99) pleted to less than 12 wt% by the formation of

chromium carbide precipitates, (2) the material
Cr --) 0 `3++ 3e- (100) must be placed under sufficient tensile stress, and

(3) the environment must be sufficiently corrosive
Ni --, Ni 2+ + 2e- (101) to attack the material in the grain boundaries.

• The coupling of the cathodic processes with metal Since gamma irradiation of aqueous solutions
dissolution reactions results in the obser_'ed produces several oxidizing and reducing species

mixed corrosion potential, Econ. by radiolysis, it might be expected to affect SCC.
The effect of a single radiolysis product such IGSCC was observed in 1967 in the heat-affected

as hydrogen peroxide on the corrosion potential zone (HAZ) of Type 304 stainless steel piping
can be understood by comparing its reduction used in the recirculation circuit of a boiling water
potential with that of the usual del:x)larizer, dis- reactor [123]. Since then, the problem has been
solved oxygen [122]: found in many reactors of this type.

Kuribayashi and Okabayashi conducted

H202 + 2H + + 2e- ---) 2H20 (!535 mV, SCE) (102) experiments to examine the influence of gamma
irradiation on SCC of sensitized austenitic

02 + 4H + + 4e- --_ 2H20 (988 mV, SCE) (103) stainless steel [124]. Their tests were conducted
with gamma irradiation in boiling 12% NaCI

Preferential reduction of hydrogen peroxide solution, pH adjusted to 3 with HCI, and a high-
would shift the corrosion potential to more posi- temperature (230°C) pure water. They found that
tive values; it is evident that hydrogen peroxide is gamma irradiation increased the susceptibility of
a more effective depolarizer than oxygen, lt is sensitized Type 304 stainless steel to IGSCC in the
reasonable to expect that such shifts in the corro- acidic NaCI environment. Ferric ions (Fe 3+) are

sion potential would result in a corresponding radiolyticaily formed by gamma irradiation from
decrease in the pitting resistance, which is ferrous ions (Fe2+) in acid solution, and this phe-

quantified as the difference between the pitting nomenon is the widely known principle of the
and corrosion potentials, Ec - Econ. However, Fricke dosimeter. The ferric ions may act as a
despite the radiation-induced shift in Econ., Glass strong oxidizing agent and may have increased
et al. found that gamma irradiation had little ef- the susceptibility to IGSCC in the boiling acid
fect on pitting potential [116]. chloride solution. Gamma radiation also in-

Marsh et al. have also found increases in Ecorr creased the susceptibility of sensitized Type 304
for both oxygenated and de-oxygenated solutions, steel to IGSCC in high-temperature oxygenated
but the de-oxygenated solutions respond more pure water.
slowly [118]. Their study concludes that the Furuya et al. reported experiments on the ef-
increase is caused by oxidizing radicals and fects of gamma irradiation on SCC in boiling

molecular species, and that the presence of deionized water [125]. The alloys studied were
oxygen enhances the production of oxidizing Types 304, 304L, 304EL, and 309S stainless steels,
products. Their study finds further that irradia- Alloys 825, 600, and 625, and SMA 50 (a low-alloy
tion inhibits the initiation of LC at relatively low steel containing small amounts of manganese and
electrode potentials. Marsh et al. tentatively copper). The materials were sensitized by heat
suggest that this inhibition occurs because the treatments at 700°C for 100 rain and then at 500°C

adsorption of oxidizing radiolysis products en- for 24 hr. The samples were formed into double
hances the protective properties of the passivate U-bends, some with V-notches. Ali the materials
oxide film. were included in the first test series, which lasted

180 days. Furuya et al. found that the samples
made of Types 304,304L, and 309S exhibited SCC,

7.2 Effects of Gamma Irradiation while the others (Type 304EL and Alloys 825, 600,
on SCC and 625, and SMA 50) did not. This was found to

. be the case both with and without gamma irra-

lt is widely recognized that IGSCC occurs in diation, but the number of failures with Type 304,
stainless steels when three conditions are sin'ml- particularly at V-notches, was much greater in the
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irradiated samples. The chloride concentrations SCC behavior of Type 304 stainless steel in high-
in the first series were between 0.2 and 3.8 ppm. temperature water [1201. A series of constant ex-

Furuya et ai. performed a second series of tension rate tests (CERT tests) were completed at

tests on Type 304 only, in which care was taken to 288°C in oxygenated water on annealed materials
keep the chloride and dissolved oxygen at lower machined from neutron-irradiated reactor com-
concentrations by using a closed refluxing system ponents. These tests confirm that high fluences of

rather than a flowing system. In this series, which prior neutron irradiation promote IGSCC in Type
ran for 60 days, IGSCC was observed on the irra- 304 stainless steel, and that a threshold fluence ex-

diated samples but not on the nonirradiated ones. ists for high plastic strain levels at about 5 x 102o
The chloride concentrations were less than n/crr, _ (E > 1 MEV). This enhancement of IGSCC

0.7 ppm in this series. Oxygen concentrations is believed to be due to neutron-induced
were not reported, segregation at grain boundaries.

lt should be noted that nuclear-waste con- Gamma radiolysis of moisture films in air I
tainers will not be subjected to significant fluences may generate nitrous acid (acidic nitrite), as was
of neutrons. However, it is of interest to note that shown in Table 7 above. Nitrite ions are known

a program has been conducted by Clarke and to promote the SCC of copper and copper-based
Jacobs to study the effects of prior neutron irra- alloys. This possibility was discussed in Sec. 5.3.
diation on the effects of gamma irradiation on the

8. Summary and Conclusions

We have reviewed the literature extensively Our review of the literature on available
and found several models relevant to the uniform models has revealed several needs:

corrosion, localized corrosion, and stress corro- • A model of the local environment must be

sion cracking of metal containers for disposal of developed. This model should be capable of pre
high-level radioactive waste. The applicability of dicting the temperature of the container wall, the
these models to the candidate materials in the an- levels of species in ground water that have been
ticipated repository environment has been dis- concentrated by thermal refluxing, the concentra-
cussed. The models fall into the following care- tions of radiolysis products, and the effects of mi-
gories: (1) initiation of pits on passive austenitic crobial growth on the local environment.

surfaces; (2) propagation of pits on active metal ° Parameters in corrosion models should be
surfaces; (3) propagation of pits on surfaces cov- quantified for the candidate materials, where
ered by salt films; (4) initiatior_ of cracks at pits; appropriate.
(5) propagation of cracks on active metal surfaces; • A quantitative model applicable to the
(6) propagation of cracks due to periodic fracture initiation and pitting of copper should be
of passive films at crack tips; (7) propagation of developed.
cracks due to film-induced cleavage of the base ° Possible crevice geometries must be
metal; (8) crevice corrosion on active metal sur- determined.

faces; and (9) crevices that behave like active- • Finally, statistical techniques should be
passive concentration cells, introduced into models.
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